
“Chiky” by Oojami         1 

1st 8— wait 
2nd 8— fans closed, crossed over chest, starting on the R cha cha step to 
enter to places 
3rd 8— continue 
4th 8— continue 
5th 8— continue to place 

hop and 2 count shimmy 

:19 
1st 8— continue double hips in place starting on the R 
2nd 8— step back R, L hip drops moving backwards 
3rd 8— start R hip haggalahs moving forward  
4th 8— double hips starting on the R 
5th 8— choo choo shimmy turning circle to the L 
6th 8— finish circle 

:34 
7th 8— traveling hip circle to R, to L 
8th 8— traveling hip circle to R, 5-8 snap out fans then open  

:48 Habibi Combo 1 
1st 8— 1-4 flip L fan out, flip R fan on top of L fan, 5-8 R fans flutter, walk 
in circle starting on the R 
2nd 8— walk in circle 
3rd 8— walk in circle 
4th 8— walk in circle to places 

1:02 
1st 8— FRONT- 1-7 see-saw down to plie~ and up, on 8 open fans to sides 
(prep to cross) 
BACK- cross R to face L, fans up and over, cross L to face R, fans up and 
over 
2nd 8— FRONT- cross L to face R, fans up and over, cross R to face L, fans 
up and over, back to center, flip fans back at shoulder height 
BACK- cross R to face L, fans up and over, cross L to face R, fans up and 
over, back to center, flip fans back at shoulder height 



1:11 male vocal          2 
1st 6— to the R Tunisian twist with hip bumps 1-4, 5-6 two hip bumps 
2nd 8— to the L Tunisian twist with hip bumps 1-6, 7-8 two hip bumps 
3rd 8— high beta fish circle to the R 
4th 8— finish circle to places 
5th 8—fans over forward, 2 turns to the R with low envelope 

1:29 Habibi combo 2 
1st 8— flip L fan, envelope 2 spins to the R 
2nd 8— 1-4 fans up center, 5-8 fans down center waving 
3rd 8—flip R fan, envelope 2 spins to the L 
4th 8— 1-4 fans up center, 5-8 fans down center waving 

1:43 Wavy combo 
1st 8— figure 8 front fan wave, FRONT RLR, LRL. BACK LRL, RLR 
2nd 8— repeat 

1:52 
1st 8— FRONT- 1-2  step R to face R, on 3 fans kiss overhead then open, 
repeat L step on 5-6, kiss on 8 
BACK- 1-2 step L to face L, on 3 fans kiss overhead then open, repeat R step 
on 5-6, kiss on 8 
2nd 8— FRONT- low forward flutter 
BACK- shoulder height forward flutter 
3rd 8— on 1-2 all step R to face R, on 3 fans kiss flutter down 5-8 flutter low 
and high 

2:02 Habibi combo   
1st 8— move into pairs flutter low 
2nd 8— R arm high, L arm low turn to the right 180 degrees to face 
opposite 
3rd 8— R arm high, L arm low turn to the right 180 degrees to original 
direction          
4th 8— 1-4 L fan flips back, R fan flips over, 5-8 fans flutter circle to R 
5th 8— circle to the R waving fans 
6th 8— 1-4 circle to the R waving fans, 5-8 to places, close fans 

2:24 Habibi just music 
1st 8— FRONT face R “over swim” RLRL      
BACK face L “under swim” LRLR 



2nd 8—1 barrel turn to the FRONT to R, BACK to L, 1 larger inside 3 
arm circle 
3rd 8— FRONT face L under swim LRLR 
BACK face R over swim RLRL 
4th 8— 1 barrel turn to the FRONT to L, BACK to R, 1 larger inside arm 
circle, leave arms in circle overhead, shimmy out 

2:38 male vocal duck step 
1st 8— to R step push trailing hip with shimmy X 3, 7-8 double L hip bump 
2nd 8— 2 X teardrop from hip on L out circle to the R 
3rd 8— to L step push trailing hip with shimmy X 3, 7-8 double R hip bump 
4th 8— 2 X teardrop from hip on R out circle to the L 

2:54 male vocal 
1st 8— flip fans to cross low Vee in front, face L  double hip drop with 
release, 2 hip circles from center out to the R to turn to 
2nd 8— face R double hip drop with release, 2 hip circles from center out to 
the L to face center 
3rd 8—“stir the pot” windmill facing front 1-4, facing side 5-8  
4th 8— facing back 5-6, facing side 7-8 
5th 8— FRONT start R BACK start L, step out over circle X 2, turn out into 
arms low 
6th 8— FRONT start L BACK start R, step out over circle X 2, turn out into 
arms low 

3:14 
1st 8- helicopter 
2nd 8- helicopter 
3rd 8- hilicopter 
4th 8- throw fans straight up parallel, wiggle down, back line moves 
forward 

Habibi combo. (3:32) 
“Listen to the sound” circle fans around to loudly snap open fans 
1st 8— face R, large L hip drops with releases, arms angled high 4th, fans 
waving 
2nd 8— fans cross in front and wave out 



                4 
3rd 8—  face L, large R hip drops with releases , arms angled high 4th, fans  
waving 
4th 8— c fans cross in front and wave out 

Habibi music. (3:47) 
1st 8— flip L fan, high/low envelope 2 1/4 spins to the R 
2nd 8— 1-4 fans up center, 5-8 fans down center waving 
3rd 8—flip R fan, high/low envelope 2 1/4 spins to the L 
4th 8— 1-4 fans up center, 5-8 fans down center waving  

Habibi combo. (4:01) 
1st 8— Snap closed R 1-2, snap closed L 2-4 cross chest R 5-8 circles down 
2nd 8— 1-2 wait, 3-8 circle up 
following Habibis, stylized hip roll moving backwards, final shimmy, fans 
down and out 


